
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Welcome to the Summer 2016 BFA Class Registration and Process 
This Registration process is applicable to BFA students only. 

Please direct all questions to AMDA’s Education Dept. 
 

BFA REGISTRATION INFORMATION  
SUMMER 2016: 6/27/2016 – 10/7/2016 

Los Angeles Campus 

 

      Follow the Steps listed below:   
 Familiarize yourself with this packet, as it contains the information necessary for 

making course selections. 
 

 Visit the AMDA website at www.amda.edu to download your registration form. 
 

 Select the “Registration Form” specific to the program and semester level 
in which you WILL BE enrolled for the Summer 2016 semester.  Once completed, 
email the form to laregistration@amda.edu. [email instructions are provided on 
the registration form] 

 
 Retain a copy for your records.  

 

PRIORITY DEADLINE: FRIDAY, APRIL 15th  
FINAL DEADLINE: FRIDAY, APRIL 22nd 

 
LATE REGISTRATION FEE: 

Students who do not submit their form by the stated deadline will incur a fee of $50.00. 
 

 
Textbooks are available for purchase through the AMDA-Amazon website at the following URL address: 

http://astore.amazon.com/amte-20 
 

A comprehensive list of textbooks will soon be available on the AMDA website  
under the “Student Life/Education Department” tab  

at the following URL: http://www.amda.edu/student-life/education-department/.   

http://www.amda.edu/
mailto:laregistration@amda.edu
http://astore.amazon.com/amte-20
http://www.amda.edu/student-life/education-department/
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Summer 2016 Course Offerings/Descriptions 
 

This information provides students with course descriptions to assist with course selection.  
 
 

 Students will be apprised of required textbooks upon receiving their course syllabi and viewing the textbook list for SU16 on the AMDA website.  
Students will need to be prepared to purchase plays, scripts and/or copies of scenes as deemed by a course’s curriculum. 

 Courses are subject to change, AMDA will make every attempt to notify students if/when there is a change in course offerings. 

 Students who have been approved to accelerate into 8th semester must register for the required Entrepreneurship class, usually scheduled in 7th semester.  
Students will need to select the course for either a Performance Immersion 1.5 credits OR Critical Studies 3.0 credits dependent upon the category they need to 
fulfill.   

 
 
 

Critical Studies Courses are Categories under the following: Theatre Roots/Creative Exploration/English/Sci-Tech 
 

THEATRE ROOTS Category:  
1. TR108: Theatre History: Inception This course provides an artistic, intellectual, historical, sociopolitical and overall cultural context for the major playwrights and 

theatrical traditions. Significant dramatists and works from the Egyptian Ritual of 2500 BCE to the Spanish Golden Age of 1640 CE are read, discussed and 
analyzed; the cultural framework of each period is examined. Film and video clips display performance traditions, theatre architecture, makeup, costuming and 
performance styles. Oral presentations and attendance at play performances supplement the coursework. 3.0 credits  
 

2.  TR109: Theatre History: Emergence Students will trace the development of contemporary Western theatre by examining dramatic texts from 19th Century 
Realism to the present. Emphasis is placed on the influences of Ibsen, Chekhov, and Strindberg. We will compare the conventions and acting styles of each period 
and analyze the role of politics, economics and philosophy in the development of theatre. 3.0 credits 

 

3. TR120: Dance Theatre History This course begins by exploring the formation of early ballet in 15th-century Italian Renaissance courts to its spread throughout 
Europe and the eventual emergence of modern and jazz dance in America through the 21st century. The class concentrates on the dancers, choreographers and 
teachers who have developed the art form, examining their works and discussing both their significance in their time period and their ongoing influence on dance 
and culture. 3.0 credits 

 

4. TR211: History of American Musical Theatre This course is a select yet comprehensive study of the American Musical Theatre from 1875 to 1943, including the 
dawn of the Golden Age of Musical Theatre. 3.0 credits 

 

5. TR212: A Decade of Pulitzer Playwrights This course examines original, Pulitzer Prize-winning plays that resonate with American life. 3.0 credits 
 

6. TR226: Restoration & 18th Century Comedy A dynamic and fascinating introduction to six of the most important plays and most influential playwrights of the 
17th- and 18th-century English speaking stage. Witty, satirical, broadly comic, politically savvy, these plays and their authors will provide the student with an 
entertaining and informative overview of comic acting styles, social mores, and political environments during one of the most fascinating periods of Western 
theatre production and performance. 3.0 credits 

 

7. TR227: 19th Century American Drama, Comedy and Melodrama This course introduces the student to some of the most important plays and playwrights of the 
American Theatre before Eugene O’Neill and the advent of ‘modern’ American Theatre. Tracing our national drama from its earliest roots in 1714 through to its 
emergence on the world stage in the 1920’s is a fascinating journey that enables the student to understand how American playwrights found their voice, what 
constitutes early American drama, comedy and melodrama and what themes are recurrent in our dramatic history. 3.0 credits 

 
8. TR228: Music Appreciation Students will acquire an historical overview of Western culture and society, and its direct influence on the evolution of Western 

Music, as defined by each of the classical music eras (Medieval, Renaissance, Baroque, Classical, Romantic, Modern, Contemporary). 3.0 credits 
 

CREATIVE EXPLORATION Category:  
1. CE204: History of Independent Cinema The independent film movement in America from 1970 – 2000 is examined. Each week, a monumental independent film 

is discussed and critiqued. The aesthetics, styles and shooting strategies of selected films are explored, along with the cultural and historical events that coincided 
with the production of selected independent films. 3.0 credits 

 
 

2. CE211: Film and Society Students will examine the “American experience” via cinematic representation and analysis and contextualize the films via texts drawing 
from anthropology, film studies, basic film production and culture theory. The course examines how popular films reflect, produce, and occasionally challenge 
social and cultural norms. What is the social context from which popular films emerge? How do these films influence society? Topics covered include, but are not 
limited to: socialization, gender, sexuality, prejudice, stereotypes, work and family, social change, environmental issues, and global communities. The course will 
provide students with tools for analyzing the social messages and meanings that are both implicitly and explicitly embedded in Hollywood films, challenging them 
to read beyond the narrative surface of film. 3.0 credits 

 

3. CE216: Archetypal Psychology for the Storyteller This course explores Jungian Archetypes and how they function in storytelling (theatre, film, literature, etc.). 
Provides understanding for the use of archetypes to illuminate personality. Carl Jung and Joseph Campbell’s theories will be applied to mythology and modern 
narratives as well as Freudian percepts relating to the development of societies. 3.0 credits 

 

4. CE223: Cultural Expressions: The Surrealist Movement This course encompasses literary, musical and artistic works influenced by the 20th century movement of 
Surrealism. The historical background, relevant moments, significant figures, constants and the elements of originality that characterize the Surrealist movement 
will be interwoven to unwrap the student’s imagination. Through literature, art, dance, music and ethnography, this interdisciplinary course seeks to explore how 
and why the concept of the primitive is foundational to modernist texts and works of art. This course seeks to elaborate larger theoretical issues in the 
humanities and social sciences about representations of race, the construction of otherness and the understanding of self vis-à-vis the category of the primitive. 
3.0 credits 
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Summer 2016 Course Offerings/Descriptions Continued 
 

ENGLISH Category:  
1. EN201: Creative Writing (Prerequisite: EN101 English Composition) This course offers performing arts students a dynamic writing workshop in which they 

explore, develop, structure and present their written expressions in a safe, collaborative environment. By reading some of the most inspired creative works and 
comparing the fundamental structures of various texts, students will analyze and identify the components and formats of a range of texts such as poetry, short 
stories, one-act plays and screenplays, then write and present their own material in multiple formats as a creative response. 3.0 credits 

  
2. SP205: Public Speaking (Prerequisite: EN101 English Composition) This course is an introduction to the principles and application of speaking effectively to 

diverse audiences in a variety of settings. Topics focus on the verbal and nonverbal elements of communication and the development of communication skills, 
including, but not limited to: topic selection, organization, analysis of research, critical listening, audience analysis, language use, reasoning, persuading, 
informing, ethics, and effective delivery-- through formal and informal oral presentations. 3.0 credits   
 

3. EN301: Playwriting/Screenwriting (Prerequisite: EN101 English Composition) Students explore the fundamentals of playwriting and screenwriting while 
developing skills in creating compelling characters, dialogue and plot. The basic elements of dramatic structure and the parallels and differences between the two 
art forms is examined. 3.0 credits  

 

4. EN302: TV Writing/Screenwriting (Prerequisite: EN101 English Composition) Student explore the fundamentals and techniques used in writing for the large and 
small screen. Through classroom discussions, readings, writing exercises and viewing assignments, students develop a detailed knowledge of structure, story and 
character development.  The course culminates in pitching an original episode for an existing series, a spec script and a scene from a screenplay. 3.0 credits  

 
SCI/TECH Category:  

1. SCI214: Health and Wellness This course emphasizes the importance of knowledge, attitudes and practices relating to personal health and wellness. It is a course 
designed to expose students to a broad range of issues and information relating to the various aspects of personal health, which include the physical, social, 
emotional, intellectual, spiritual and environmental aspects. Topics of exploration include, but are not limited to: nutrition, foods-buying strategies and budgeting, 
physical fitness, stress management and lifestyle choices for optimum health. 3.0 credits 

 
2. SCI217 Kinesiology Kinesiology, also known as human kinetics, is the study of human movement. Kinesiology addresses physiological, mechanical, and 

psychological mechanisms. Applications of kinesiology to human health include: strength and conditioning; sport psychology; methods of rehabilitation, such as 
physical and occupational therapy; and sport and exercise. 3.0 credits 

 
 
 
 

Performance Immersion Courses 
 
ACTING 
AC121 Acting II (Prerequisite: AC120 Acting 1 or AC117 Acting Fundamentals) As students continue to apply acting techniques and expand performance skill sets, they begin 
to explore physically incorporating honesty, economy, specificity and spontaneity into performances from 20th-century American dramas. Students grow as performers and 
learn to take risks while maintaining simplicity and suitability in acting choices. 3.5 credits 
 
AC200 Alexander Technique A practice for more than 100 years and beloved by performing artists of all disciplines, the Alexander Technique is a method that teaches 
awareness. The technique promotes ease and efficiency of movement, enhanced balance and coordination, improved vocal and respiratory function and a more reliable 
sensory perception. Applicable to all activities and studied by performing artists of all disciplines, it is especially useful for improving the quality of performance and 
preventing injury. 1.0 credit 
 
AC313 Voice Acting This is an introductory course designed for students interested in animation voice talent. The course will investigate the acting skills, vocal skills and 
techniques required to pursue a career in the Voice Acting and Animation industries. 1.5 credits 
 
AC314 ½ Hour TV Comedy This unique scene study class focuses on TV comedy material.  What makes something funny in the context of Television? How does the text give 
clues to the actor? How do rhythm, pace, inflection and delivery influence the success of the comedy.  How much depends on the writing as compared to the actor’s ability 
to remain truthful within the world being portrayed? How does the medium of TV impact an actor’s choices for playing comedic material? Dig deep into texts from TV 
comedies and challenge yourself to find comedy gold! 1.5 credits 
 
AC418 The Powerful Actor (Available only to eighth semester ACT students) How does the trained actor maintain a sense of individual creativity, yet still satisfy an array of 
industry demands? The actor must absorb and connect with the expectations of Casting Directors, Playwrights, Directors, Producers, Fellow-Actors, and many others 
involved in each artistic endeavor, while at the same time create characters that reflect their own individual "truth" and unique interpretation. The actor's "power" lies in 
their ability to deftly balance these two seemingly opposing goals. This course helps actors, who already possess an established range of techniques, polish and apply those 
techniques with creativity and grace. Through challenging exercises and simulated professional contexts, actors hone the speed with which they make effective choices, 
adjust those choices as directed, and respond professionally to direction that may be vague or contrary to an actor's impulse.  Additionally, the course will guide actors 
toward subtlety and consistency within their audition, rehearsal, and preparation processes. The "powerful" actor is one who fulfills industry expectations, while creating art 
that is infused with sophisticated technique and personal expression. 1.0 credit 
 
DN008-010 Physical Circuit Students experience a veritable smorgasbord of physical training in this self-scheduled body awareness course. Designed to utilize the variety of 
“Open” classes AMDA offers each semester (Open Fitness, Open Dance), students create a flexible course schedule to journey through an assortment of physical training 
challenges. 0.5-1.5 credits 
 
MT338 Ensemble Singing for the Actor (Prerequisite: AC120 Acting 1) Working with a director and choreographer students create characters for an effective professional 
musical theatre performance within a musical ensemble. Students explore vocal choices through acting, singing harmony, movement, choreography and building a 
character. Repertoire is chosen from shows that are frequently produced, allowing the student to prepare for future ensemble auditions. 1.5 credits 
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Summer 2016 Course Offerings/Descriptions Continued 
 
 
 
IMPROVISATION 
AC122 Improvisation I Designed to enhance range, imagination and physical choices, students master basic improvisational skills that focus on facing performance anxiety, 
developing creativity, listening on stage, learning to trust oneself and one’s partner, and supporting other performers on stage. 1.5 credits 
 
AC202 Improvisation: Intro to Long Form (Prerequisites: AC122 Improvisation I) This course introduces students to a range of long-form improvisation games, exercises, 
forms and techniques; these may include but are not limited to: two-person scenes, games-scenes and openings; as well as long-form improvisation mechanics such as walk-
ons, tag-outs edits, and use of themes. Students are taught to create honest relationships on stage within a visceral environment, and to actively listen and support the 
needs of the ensemble within a long-form improvisation set. 1.5 credits 
 
AC3020 Advanced Improvisation: Genres (Prerequisites: AC123 Improvisation II or AC202 Intro to Long Form) Identify traits within certain artistic genres and apply those 
traits to improvise a new version of scenes and stories. Sometimes it’s an atmosphere, sometimes it’s a style of acting, sometimes it’s the type of characters or the kind of 
things that happen; usually it’s a loose mixture of all of the above. Some of the common genres that may be explored are: Shakespeare, Tennessee Williams, musicals, films 
(sci-fi, noir, western, gangster, etc.), fairy tales and more. A mixture of short and long form improvisation may be used. 1.5 credits  
 
 
FILM SURVEY 
FL186 Film Survey: Comedy Classics This class is a retrospective of the films that are considered the funniest ever made. It contains works of everyone from Chaplin, the 
Marx Brothers and Buster Keaton to those of Mel Brooks, Woody Allen and Judd Apatow. We will explore how film comedy was developed and has grown, as well as how it 
has both changed and remained the same. 1.5 credits 

 
FL280 Film Survey for the Actor II: Great Performances Building on the overview from Film Survey for the Actor I, a comprehensive study of greatest film careers from the 
20th and 21st centuries are analyzed. Through feature films, documentaries and the instructor’s televised interviews with actors, students explore the lives of film’s greatest 
personalities. The careers of Billy Wilder, Alfred Hitchcock, Bette Davis, Marilyn Monroe, Orson Welles and others explored. 1.5 credits 
 
FL380 Film Survey for the Actor III: The Art of the Motion Picture Students examine the art of filmmaking. Building on the basics from Film Survey for the Actor I & II, 
students explore the history, progression and styles of movies, with an emphasis on direction, writing and cinematography. 1.5 credits 
 
 
MUSIC THEATRE 
MT125 Musical Theatre Fundamentals Students develop skills to effectively perform musical theatre songs. The use of AMDA’s “Approach to a Song”, a method for 
developing skills in acting and singing, assists students in overcoming fears related to musical theatre performances. 2.0 credits 
 
MT222 Singing Technique Fundamentals I Students work toward producing a free sound without constriction by focusing on singing basics like resonance, diction, clear 
tone and the release of physical constrictions. Individual assessments help establish vocal range and reinforce a healthy voice and breath management. An introduction is 
also made to the three main styles of vocal production: head register, chest register and the mixed voice. 1.0 credit 
 
MT232 Singing Technique Fundamentals II (Prerequisite: MT222 Singing Technique Fundamentals 1) The production of a free sound without constriction is the central goal 
of this course.  Careful attention is given to assessing the individual needs of each student, establishing vocal range; and reinforcing breath management. In addition to 
singing pure vowels, attention will be given to focus, placement and resonance, diction and clear tone, correct posture, and the release of physical constrictions.  A healthy 
voice will be built through consistent vocal habits that translate to all styles of singing. 1.0 credit 
 
MT242 Singing Techniques  Intermediate I (Prerequisite: MT222 Singing Technique Fundamentals 1) Building upon the foundational understanding of the vocal mechanism 
introduced in Singing Technique Fundamentals, the three main areas of vocal production are further explored. Students are individually guided to reinforce healthy singing 
habits by identifying students’ core, baseline sound and maneuvering through passaggio. Finding the optimal balance of the voice (chiaroscuro) is also examined. 1.0 credit 
 
MT412 Music Audition Repertoire: General Music Theatre (Available only to eighth semester MT students) Students will research and prepare Industry Standard audition 
cuts in multiple categories pertaining to the Music Theatre canon. Two contrasting cuts suitable for general auditions will be the initial focus, with multiple 
genres/categories explored in the later weeks. 1.0 credit 
 
MT413 Mock Audition Panel – Music (Available only to eighth semester MT students) Students will work with a faculty panel each week, presenting and receiving feedback 
via a variety of mock singing auditions. Audition categories will be posted as a mock casting notice prior to each class. 1.0 credit 
 
MT414 Music Audition Repertoire: Music Specialty Categories (Available only to eighth semester MT students) Students will build their music audition repertoire in 
specialty categories for a more defined music audition portfolio. 1.0 credit  
 
MU131 Jazz Harmonies Focused on the exploration of vocal jazz harmonies, this course will navigate through the similarities and differences found between jazz chording 
and traditional western chording. Vocal improvisation will also be explored, including scat-singing and variance within a given melodic line. 1.0 credit 

 
MU150 Introduction to Guitar This course will provide an introduction to the components and structure of the acoustic guitar. Students will begin exploration of guitar 
tablature and will acquire skills relating to basic chordal strumming and note picking. 1.0 credit  
*Guitars will be provided during class time and will also be available for student practice during weekly scheduled Guitar Lab Sessions. 
 
MU151 Guitar Fundamentals This course is designed for beginning-level guitar students who are able to demonstrate a working knowledge of the instrument’s basic 
components and structure.  Prerequisite: MU150 Introduction to Guitar OR approval from AMDA Guitar Faculty. 1.0 credit 
*Guitars will be provided during class time and will also be available for student practice during weekly scheduled Guitar Lab Sessions. 
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Summer 2016 Course Offerings/Descriptions Continued 
 
MU153 Guitar Techniques This course is designed for the advanced beginner. Students who demonstrate a working knowledge of open chords, barre chords, scales and can 
play songs in their entirety are approved for this course. Prerequisite: MU151 Guitar Fundamentals OR approval from AMDA Guitar faculty is required. 1.0 credit 
*Guitars will be provided during class time and will also be available for student practice during weekly scheduled Guitar Lab Sessions. 
 
MU165 Songwriting: Guitar Based Students will learn the fundamental concepts of music theory associated with song form, as related to guitar-based songwriting. 
Traditional and unconventional chord progressions, music hooks and music themes within standard sections of song structure will be introduced and developed. 1.0 credit 
*Guitars will be provided during class time and will also be available for student practice during weekly scheduled Guitar Lab Sessions. 
 
MU231 Small Vocal Ensemble: Barbershop, Doo-Wop, Motown Students examine small-ensemble vocal repertoire, ranging from the traditional Barbershop harmonies to 
the early mainstream sounds of Doo-Wop and Motown. In addition to the exploration of vocal styles, this course will further develop basic musicianship skills for the 
professional vocalist, including Sight-Singing, retention of harmony and aural dictation. 1.0 credit 
 
 
STAGE COMBAT 
SC100 Stage Combat I: Unarmed With an introduction to basic and advanced unarmed stage combat techniques, students develop body awareness, movement, partnering 
and the safe and effective techniques to create a process from which to execute a choreographed, unarmed fight scene. 1.5 credits 
  
SC180 Stage Combat II: Single Sword (Prerequisite: SC100 Stage Combat I) Students are introduced to the art of single swordplay through the mechanics and techniques of 
footwork, choreography and the history and development of the Western European rapier. Through the continued study of the basic principles of stage combat, students 
train to develop the concentration and focus required to execute a dramatic moment of illusionary violence with a sword. 1.5 credits 
 
SC280 Stage Combat III: Broadsword, Rapier & Dagger (Prerequisites: SC180 Stage Combat II) Advanced stage combat techniques are developed through the study and use 
of broadsword and rapier and dagger. Students will focus on applying all previously studied principles of stage combat and execute choreographed fights incorporating 
scenes from dramatic literature. 1.5 credits 
 
SC382 Advanced Stage Combat: Environmental (Prerequisite: SC280 Stage Combat III) Advanced conditioning and training in theatrical combat skills including: advanced 
unarmed and martial arts techniques, found objects, breakaways, low falls and tumbling, blood effects, etc. Students will work toward a final presentation of portions of this 
work in environmental specific areas. 1.5 credits 
 
 
VOICE, PRODUCTION & SPEECH 
VP300 VPS: IPA/Intro to Dialects (Prerequisite: VP243 Voice Production and Speech III) All symbols used for SAP, including diphthongs of /r/, tripthongs for metered poetry 
scansion and length and modifying symbols are introduced. Students also explore dialect work in RP and Cockney. 1.5 credits   
 
VP410 Dialects: Directed Studies: German/South African (Prerequisite: VP300 VPS IPA/Intro to Dialects) Students explore advanced dialect work designed to increase the 
actor's casting potential.  Coursework includes progressive use of IPA symbols, reinforcement of voice production, warm-ups and a comprehensive vocal technique. 
Examined dialects are specific to each semester’s offering, and progression is subject to prior dialect success, student ability and teacher assignment. 1.5 credits 

 

 
Courses are subject to change, AMDA will make every attempt to notify students if/when there is a change in course offerings.  


